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Accessing its current condition
On arrival Full Inspection of the overall condition
This is when we inspect the cars current condition, so we can decide the best plan of
treatment going forward. Wheel Arch Liners and underbody guards removed.

“Once arch Liners and underbody guards removed this
exposed heavy deposits of rust”
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With Subaru’s 9 times out of 10 the most common place for them
to rust is the back end of vehicle and running components, Below
are some more Images:
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The next stage is for us to fully descale the underside and arches, this removes heavy
deposits of rust leaving a smooth surface.

Old Factory Underseal also
removed during the
descaling process.
If not removed it can hide
pockets of rust.

r
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Steam cleaning and rust converting stage
Once we are satisfied all flaking rust has been removed and we have a smooth
surface to work with, steam cleaning can commence. Degreasing agent applied to
remove all grease and dirt.
Before Image (showing grease & dirt)
After Images (After Steam Cleaning)

Rust converting stage
All rust treated with rust convertor and left to cure overnight. Rust will be converted
back into a stable state again.
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After the curing process (overnight) we fully check all rust has been converted, in
some cases a second application may be required if visible signs of rust are still
present.
Before

Turns black into stable state (Rust curing)

Spraying procedure
We are Approved Dinitrol Applicators for
Scotland, Dinitrol have specific products that
are designed to do specific tasks unlike older
Products. Wide range of Colors and finishes.
Our process takes approx. 5 days to complete
Start to finish, this is to allow for all stages to
Cure.
Dinitrol wax dry’s and will not be tacky to touch,
It has a hardened outside but inside the wax
remains soft.
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After results from spraying - The End Results
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Injection of Cavities

All vehicles we work on are given a double application of cavity wax, this has a rust
inhibitor built in and will stay pliable within the seams to give maximum protection.
Doors are also treated as part of the process. (Creamy White/clear color)
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Finding from working on the Subaru STI , Hatch 2008.

The Subaru is a ten year old vehicle and the corrosion set in fast, in an ideal world it
would have been advised to be addressed sooner.
In our opinion another harsh Scottish winter may have led for it requiring welding as
their was a heavy build up of corrosion especially to the rear of the vehicle and inner
sills.
The reason we decided to use this vehicle as a case study is because out of all the vehicles we work on we feel Subaru’s are neglected the most underside, this is to highlight their overall condition to make more owner aware of what could be lurking underneath their car.

Next Steps
We carryout Free yearly inspections where we can inspect the overall condition of
the underside and to ensure if the wax has been damaged it gets topped up to save
the rust returning in that area.

Our Aim
We will be following the progress of this Subaru Hatch and we will publish its findings, it will be inspected in twelve months’ time. This will showcase the durability of
the wax and the importance to maintaining the underside. Taking care of your vehicle involves more than annual MOT’S and the odd car wash its about taking care of
your vehicle not just for today but for a lifetime.

For further reading and to book your vehicle in for a visual inspection, please see our
website:
www.preserveprotect.co.uk
Tel: 01505 336 256 Mob: 07460656226
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Feedback from the owner:

“A big thanks to Mark and his staff for the work done on my Subaru Impreza 330s.
I can't fault his customer service or meticulous approach to carrying out the job.
When I first contacted Mark he explained the process in detail and that I would be kept
updated regularly with pictures at each stage.
As promised, I received plenty of pictures showing the car before, after cleaning and
when complete.
Mark and his staff are very friendly and informative with nothing being too much trouble.
He was very busy at the time but I never felt rushed and every vehicle he does gets the
same care and his attention to detail.
I would highly recommend Mark and his team at Preserve and Protect and wouldn't hesitate to use him again”

Derek - Subaru Impreza 330s / May 2018
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